
DIGITAL CHECK TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 
(SISTEMA TRASMISSIONE ASSEGNI DIGITALI - STAD) 

The STAD System is a digital platform that allows you to execute the protest or the 

declaration of non-protestability with entirely computerized tools and the use of the 

digital signature in compliance with the laws in force.

STAD is a portal for transmission to individual notaries; the notary can collect the 

digital list of transmission of checks to the protest and will return the rejected title, 

or rather accompanied by the declaration of non-protestability through the same 

portal in direct relation with the banking institutions.

Currently it is the only alternative system to that of the Bank of Italy.

Founded in 1997, Notartel is a company owned by the National Council of Notaries and the 

Cassa Nazionale. We implement and manage computerised and online services for Italian 

notaries. We connect all Italian notarial offices through the Unified Notarial Network (R.U.N.), 

a private web platform created by the Notariat at its own expense that provides services for 

communications with the public service and thus indirectly with the public. Our task is to 

implement the policies set out by the IT Sector of the National Council. Our operational aim 

is to integrate the internal services within the notary's office, created in-house or by third 

parties, with those of the Public Administration and private parties using a single Notarial 

computer system. Since 2002 we have managed the issuing of digital signatures and smart 

cards as well as certified electronic mail for Italian notaries on behalf of the National Council 

of Notaries. We have been certified ISO 27001: 2013, ISO 9001: 2000 and Regulation EU No 

910/2014 (eIDAS). We are registered in the list of accredited AgID Conservators and in the 

Register of online sale Managers by Ministry of Justice.

Our newsletter: http://www.infonews.notartel.it/infonews/index.html 

For further information, see: www.notartel.it  
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